Cloud Enabled Collaborative Content
Creation and Media Management
Everything you need to store, share, manage,
and move your media - on premise or in the cloud
High-Speed File System
Sharing for Mac, Linux &
Windows Clients

Manage Users & Projects
with Virtual Workspaces

Combine Multiple
Storage Islands Into
a Unified Volume

Seamlessly Extend Local
Storage to DAS, NAS,
Tape and Cloud

“Envy have been using Tiger products for over 8 years and we have been impressed with the
capability, reliability, and support.” 
- Jai Cave,
Technical Operations Director, ENVY

Cloud Enabled Performance, Flexibility,
and Storage Optimization
Get everything you need for Creative Content Collaboration and Media
Management with cloud-enabled Tiger Technology solutions for post,
broadcast, and online media production. Share high-res media in real-time,
streamline workflows with integrated project management, and gain back
resources lost to storage management. Optimise your storage costs with
NTFS access to cloud, disk, and tape storage, and stop wasting premium disk
space with Intelligent replication to tape, disk, and cloud for backup, archive,
multi-site collaboration, and other applications.

Works with all your storage,
your network, your applications
and your workflows.

Multi-user media sharing
Workflow and project
Management
Multi-site and remote
collaboration
Intelligent Cloud Support

is the High-Speed File System Sharing
module. Tiger Store provides the rock-solid and scalable
foundation needed for the most demanding 4K and 8K
workflows. It ensures the smoothest SAN/LAN crossplatform collaboration with failover capability, directory
change notification, automatic defragmentation and image
file sequence alignment for performance-oriented colour
grading.

Spaces is the Virtual Workspace
Management module. Tiger Spaces gives the ability to
create, assign and manage virtual project workspaces.
Facilities gain the freedom to move projects and assets
across a mix of heterogenous storage solutions, while
preserving users’ mount points and data paths intact.
Tiger Spaces also supports Avid Bin Locking (optional).

is the Virtual Volume Set Management
module. Tiger Pool aggregates multiple volumes in a
non-destructive way to perform live storage expansion or
decommission aging hardware without incurring downtime.

is the HSM Tiering & Synchronization
module. Tiger Bridge extends the file system seamlessly
to store, archive and retrieve data to/from disk, cloud, or
LTO tapes so content is always at the right place, at the
right time. Its geo replication feature makes true remote
collaboration a reality.

A Proven Solution for Managing, Sharing, Migrating and
Archiving Projects in Cloud Integrated Workflows.
Optimize, Enhance, Improve
Ensure smooth cross-platform collaboration (Win, Linux, Mac)
Deliver rock-solid playback for 4K and 8K workflows
Work with all popular content creation applications

“Tiger Bridge maintains fast and
transparent access to over 1.2
million files already migrated to the
cloud, making them accessible for
users with the library management
software they were already using
locally.“

Provide control, visibility, and monitoring of user access
Perform Automatic Defrag and Image File Sequence alignment
Provide seamless failover for high-availability
Aggregate multiple storage volumes in a single namespace
Enable live capacity expansion of production volume

- Tibor Temesi, Silicon
Computers, NAVA Technical Partner

Keep data accessible & transportable (NTFS/LTFS)
Support native Active Directory / ACL
Leverage cost effective storage tiers for nearline and archive

About Tiger Technology

Customers in over 120 countries use Tiger Technology solutions to make their data management and project workflow easier. The
company develops software only Windows cloud extension technology, high-speed NAS/SAN file system sharing, virtual volume set and
virtual project workspace management, and HSM tiering and synchronization solutions. Tiger enables organizations of any size and scale
to manage their digital assets on-premises, in public cloud, or with a hybrid model, and was identified by Endeavour as one of the foremost
cloud technology providers on the market today.
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